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Abstract

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal Definitions and Theory; D.3.3 [Programming
Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Classes and objects; F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Semantics of
Programming Languages

be either linear or non-linear [30]. Linear objects must be used exactly once; this implies that every linear function is called exactly
once. In contrast, nonlinear objects can be freely shared, and so
nonlinear functions can be called as often as needed.
A number of object-oriented type systems have used a restricted
form of linearity known as uniqueness [7, 6, 2, 9, 11]. A unique
pointer is one that may not be aliased. Unique pointers can benefit
programmers by ensuring the absence of unwanted side effects [7,
2], can aid in reasoning about operations like synchronization [6],
and to enable the type system to enforce method call protocols [11].
Programmers often find uniqueness to be too restrictive, however,
so ideas like borrowing [7, 2], adoption [14] and observers [22]
were proposed to allow temporary aliases to unique pointers.
Despite all this activity, however, we know of no study of linearity at the more foundational level of object calculi like those of
Abadi and Cardelli [1] or of Fisher et al. [15, 16]. While uniqueness has been formally modeled in simple Java-like languages such
as Featherweight Java [18], we believe that studying linearity at a
foundational level could potentially lead to more flexible systems,
show how to apply linearity to new constructs like C#’s delegates,
and allow us to more easily compare existing proposals for uniqueness.
The object-based setting is ideal for investigating linear methods in addition to linear objects. We also can explore applications
of linearity to statically typing imperative update to method types
or inheritance relationships, which languages such as Self [29],
Python and Javascript treat dynamically. Also of interest are uses of
these type changing operations to enforce protocols for object use.

General Terms Languages, Reliability

1.1

Keywords Object calculi, Linear types

This paper studies linearity in a classless, imperative, foundational
calculus called E GO, which is derived closely from existing object
calculi. We extend an earlier version of this system [5] by simplifying the calculus and adding a mechanism for relaxing linearity
when possible. The technical contributions of the paper are:

Recently, linearity has been proposed as a mechanism for memory management, alias control, and typestate tracking. While linear
type systems have been extensively studied in functional programming, their use in object-oriented systems has been limited to useful
but ad-hoc annotation systems that track unique pointers.
In this paper, we study object-oriented linearity at level of foundational object calculi. Our system tracks not only linear objects (to
which there may be only one pointer), but linear methods as well
(which may be called at most once). Tracking linear objects allows
us to ensure type safety for imperative, type-changing update to
methods and imperative, type-changing dynamic inheritance. Because some aliasing is important in practical systems, our system
supports linear and non-linear objects and methods and a novel
region system that permits borrowed aliases to linear objects. To
enforce safety, we allow type-changing modifications only on unborrowed linear objects, but permit such changes again when these
borrowed references are no longer accessible. Note: an earlier version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of FOOL ’06. The
current paper includes a simpler and cleaner formalism (with only
methods, no lambdas) and significantly extends the previous system
with borrowing via regions.

1.

Introduction

Linear type systems ensure that a resource is used at most once.
They have been proposed to verify that clients of an abstraction
call its operations in a proper protocol order [10, 11], to enforce
safety of manual memory management as in Cyclone [27], and
to implement functional languages using more efficient imperative
operations such as destructive update [30].
Linear types have been studied extensively in functional programming languages. For example, Wadler describes an elegant
lambda calculus extension in which base types and functions may

Contributions

• We describe a linear type system for an object calculus. Our sys-

tem gives an account of linear methods, which are called at most
once, including the subtle interactions between linear methods
and linear objects. We support imperative addition, change, and
removal of methods in objects, as well as changes to the inheritance relationship between objects, features common in dynamically typed languages like Self [29].
• We demonstrate the expressiveness of our system in section

2 with a series of examples. We show how a simple example
of using uniqueness to check object protocols from the literature [10] can be expressed in E GO.1
• We formalize the system and prove it sound in section 3.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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1 We

believe other applications of linearity, such as memory management,
could be added to our system with few changes, but memory management
is not the focus of this paper.

• In section 4, we show how linearity can be relaxed in a gen-

eralization of borrowing by introducing regions as an extension to E GO. Our proposal extends previous work [27] to an
object-oriented setting, and allows more flexible uses of borrowed pointers than in previous object-oriented research. This
extension is formalized in section 5.

2.

• ¡obj t.O ← hhRii is similar, but indicates that the object is

linear.
Methods types, which appear in rows in object types, are of one
of the two following forms.
• τ1 → τ2 is the type of a nonlinear method, where τ1 is the type

the receiver must have when the method is invoked, and τ2 is
the type of the object the method returns.

Simplified E GO

This section introduces a simplified, core version of E GO, which
lacks a construct for relaxing linearity.
2.1

Intuition

Intuitively, programs in E GO proceed by manipulating objects. We
follow Fisher et al. [15, 16] in modeling an object as a record of
methods and possibly a delegation pointer to another object, which
allows modeling imperative updates to delegation. A program in
E GO consists of a mutable store and an expression which is recursively built of the following primitives for modifying objects:
• hi creates a new object on the heap and returns a reference to it.
• e←
+m = σ adds the method σ with the name m to the object

on the heap referred to by e, or changes the method named m
to be σ if it already exists.
• e1 ← e2 changes the delegatee of the object on the heap

referred to by e2 to be that referred to by e1 .
• e.m invokes the method named m in the object referred to by

e.
• !e changes the linearity of an object, as discussed below. This

only affects the type of the object; it has no dynamic effect.
We often write hi ←+m1 = σ1 · · · ←+mn = σn as hm1 =
σ1 , · · · , mn = σn i.
E GO allows methods and objects to be either linear or nonlinear. A linear object is one to which one reference is allowed; nonlinear objects can have multiple references. To make static typing
possible, only linear objects can change their interfaces by method
addition or delegation change. All new objects are linear. When all
needed interface changes have been made, the type of an object can
be changed irrevocably to nonlinear so it can be freely aliased. This
is similar to the “seal” operation of Fisher and Mitchell [16], where
it allows objects to become subtypable; in our calculus objects instead become aliasable.
A linear method can be called only once, while nonlinear methods can be called multiple times. Calling a linear method removes
it from the object that contains it. This is an interface change and
so is only allowed on linear objects.
Methods in E GO are based on those of Abadi and Cardelli. A
method is of the form ς(x:τ ).e or ¡ς(x:τ ).e, which are nonlinear
and linear methods, respectively. A method is invoked on an object,
its receiver, which need not be the object containing the method.
When invoked, a method is found by searching the receiver and
its delegatees. Once a method is found, invocation substitutes a
reference to the receiver for x, the method’s bound variable, in e,
its body. All methods take only one argument, the self pointer of
their receiver.
E GO expressions all evaluate to references to objects, and are
given one of the following types.
• obj t.O ← hhRii is a nonlinear object. This is recursive type,

which binds t to the type of the whole object in the rest of the
type. O is another object type, which the type of the object’s
delegatee or the distinguished type hi, which indicates the object
has no delegatee. R is a row giving types to methods in this
object, of the form m1 :τ1 , · · · , m2 :τ2 . Typechecking enforces
that these τ s are method types.

• τ1 ( τ2 is the type of a linear method, which is consumed

upon invocation.
2.2

Examples

We show some simple examples to demonstrate the use of E GO.
The first example shows object creation and change. First, hi
creates a new object on the heap, to which is imperatively added
a method, m, whose body is the identity method, which returns
the receiver object. This method is then replaced by another of the
same name which returns a new object when invoked.
hi←
+m = ς(this:¡obj t.hhii ← hhm:¡objt → ¡objtii).this
←
+m =
ς(this:¡obj t.hhii ← hhm:¡objt → ¡obj t0 .hhii ← hh·iiii).hi
The next example shows how delegation can be changed. It
creates a new object, adds the identity method to it, creates another
object and changes the delegatee of this second object to be the first
object,
hi ←
+m = ς(this:¡obj t.hhii ← hhid:¡objt → ¡objtii).this ← hi
In the next example, we create a new object, add a linear method
to it that returns the receiver, and call the method. This removes the
method, so this code produces a reference to an empty object. Since
the invocation removes the method from the receiver, the type of the
object the method expects is empty.
(hi ←
+m = ¡ς(x:¡obj t.hhii ← hh·ii).x).m
It is not obvious from these examples that E GO is powerful
enough to be useful as a model for a full language. The remaining
examples demonstrate E GO’s power.
We exhibit an embedding of the simply typed lambda calculus.
We define a lambda term of type τ → τ 0 as follows. This is based
on a similar embedding shown by [1]. Subterms in double angle
brackets represent recursively translated terms.
def
Jλx:τ.eK = !hgen= ς( :Jτ → τ 0 K).
hbody = ς(this:bodytype(τ, τ 0 )).
[this.arg/x]JeKii
where
def
Jτ → τ 0 K = obj t.hhii ← hh
gen:(objt →(¡obj t0 .hhii ← hh
body : (bodytype(τ, τ 0 ) → Jτ 0 K)ii))ii
This works by creating a new object with a single method, gen.
This object is made nonlinear so that it can be aliased. gen is
defined to return a new object containing a method whose body
represents that of the lambda term with the lambda bound variable
replaced by the invocation of a method called arg on the method’s
receiver.
Both the expected type of the receiver of the body method,
bodytype(τ, τ 0 ), and the way in which application is done, depend
on the linearity of the type the translated function expects. If the
function expects something with linear type, the arg method added

to the generated object must be linear, and so be consumed when
called. arg is therefore not in the receiver type for itself.
def
Jbodytype(τ, τ 0 )K = ¡obj t00 .hhii ← hh

·

arg:(¡obj t000 .hhii ← hhbody:(¡objt000 → Jτ 0 K)ii ( Jτ K),
body:(¡objt00 → Jτ 0 K)ii

When e1 is λx:τ.e : τ 0 as defined above, and e2 :τ , then

def
J(e1 : τ → τ 0 )e2 K =
((Je1 K.gen) ←
+arg =
¡ς( :¡obj t00 .hhii ← hhbody:(bodytype(τ, τ 0 ) → Jτ 0 K)ii).Je2 K)
.body
This calls gen on an object, e1 , which models a function, to
create a new, linear object containing the function’s body. To this
linear object it adds a new linear method called arg which returns
the argument of the application, e2 . Calling body on the new object
then simulates a β-reduction, as the function’s bound variable has
been replaced with a call to arg, which returns the argument. Since
the function’s argument is linear, arg is linear and so is consumed.
On the other hand, if the function expects something with linear type, the arg method added to the generated object must be
nonlinear. In this case, since arg is not consumed, it appears in the
receiver type for itself, as seen below.
def
bodytype(τ, τ 0 ) =
00
obj t .hhii ← hharg:(objt00 → Jτ K), body:(objt00 → Jτ 0 K)ii
and
def
J(e1 : τ → τ 0 )e2 K =
(!((Je1 K).gen ←
+arg = ς( :bodytype(τ, τ 0 )).Je2 K)).body
Here, application is the same as above, but no the argument is
no longer linear, so it is not removed on application.
Since we can calculate the return type, we elide it in later
lambda expressions.
We can then use this to define a let binding, where we bind an
expression e1 of type τ .
def
let x = e1 in e2 = (λx:τ.e2 )e1
and a sequence operator
def
e1 ; e2 = let

= e1 in e2

In a similar manner to lambda abstractions, we can also define
linear lambda abstractions that are consumed when applied, as in
[30].
def
J¡λx:τ.eK = hbody = ¡ς(this:bodytype(τ )).[this.arg/x]JeKi

where

·
def
bodytype(τ ) = ¡obj t.hhii ← hharg : ¡obj t0 .hhii ← hh·ii ( Jτ Kii

typedef closedT ype = ¡obj t1 .(¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hh·ii) ← hh·ii)
typedef readT ype =
¡obj t1 .(¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hhread:¡objt1 → ¡objt1 ,
close:¡objt1 → closedT ypeii)
← hh·ii)
typedef openT ype =
¡obj t1 .(¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hhopen:¡objt1 → readT ypeii)
← hh·ii)
let ClosedSocket = hi in
let ReadSocket = h
read = ς(this:readT ype)./*read from a socket*/; this
close = ς(this:readT ype).
/*close a socket*/; ClosedSocket ← thisi
in let OpenSocket = h
open = ς(this:openT ype).
/*open a socket*/; ReadSocket ← thisi
in let Socket = OpenSocket ← hi
in /*More code*/
Figure 1. A series of objects for a network socket
object is linear, and so on invocation we add the argument directly
to it, rather than calling a gen method to create a new, linear object.
This translation only allows linear arguments to linear functions, as we cannot call a linear method on a nonlinear object, so
we cannot access the object carrying arg at multiple places in the
function body. Later, we will show a way to avoid this restriction
with borrowing.
A more complex and realistic example is that of a network
socket object, given in Figure 1. In this example, we use a typedef
construct to simplify presentation; however, this is not part of the
calculus.
This example creates an object called Socket to model a network socket. The socket starts with a single method, open, which
opens the socket and provides the socket object with two methods,
read and close. read reads some data from the socket; close closes
the socket and removes all methods from the object.
These methods make other methods available and unavailable
by changing the delegation of Socket, which remains linear. There
are secondary objects corresponding to the three states of a socket.
Each of these is delegated to at a different point in the Socket’s
lifetime. Socket starts delegated to OpenSocket, which contains
the open method. Calling open changes the delegation of Socket
to ReadSocket, which contains read and close methods. Finally,
calling close changes delegation to ClosedSocket.
The pattern used here is of note. In this code, objects are created
that correspond to states in an object’s lifecycle and have a series
of methods that are appropriate to the state they represent. We
then create an empty object and transition from state to state by
changing its delegatee to the object corresponding to the state we
are entering. We therefore guarantee that only methods appropriate
to the current object state exist on that object at any time.

and we translate the type of a linear function by

·
def
Jτ ( τ 0 K = ¡obj t00 .hhii ← hhbody:(bodytype(τ ) ( Jτ 0 K)ii

Finally, we translate application as follows.

def
J(e1 :τ ( τ 0 )e2 K =
(Je1 K ←
+arg = ¡ς( :¡obj t0 .hhii ← hh·ii).Je2 K).body

This example is slightly different than the one above. We simulate
function consumption by having body be a linear method that is
consumed on invocation. Since it invokes a linear method, the

3.

Formalism for Simplified E GO

In this section we discuss the formalism we use to describe this
fragment of E GO.
3.1

Syntax

A program in the fragment of E GO we present here consists of a
pair, µ, e of store and an expression.
A store is a partial map (` 7→ s)∗ , where ` is an abstract
location and s is an object descriptor of the form loc ← hm1 =

v
loc

::=
|
::=
::=

x, y | hi | e.m | e ←
+m = σ
e1 ← e2 | !e | v
loc | σ
null | `

Stores
Object Descriptors
Methods

µ
s
σ

::=
::=
::=

· | µ, ` 7→ s
loc ← hm1 = σ1 , · · · , mn = σn i
ς(x:τ ).e | ¡ς(x:τ ).e

Types
Object Types
Linearities
Rows

τ
O
L
R

::=
::=
::=
::=

τ → τ0 | τ ( τ0 | O
Lt | hhii | Lt.O ← hhRii
obj | ¡obj
· | R, m:τ

Expressions

e

Values
Locations

Figure 2. Syntax of Simplified E GO

σ1 , · · · , mn = σn i. loc is either a reference, `, to an object’s
delegatee or null, which indicates the object has no delegatee, and
hm1 = σ1 , · · · , mn = σn i, a record of the methods the object has.
A method, σ, is either ς(x:τ ).e or ¡ς(x:τ ).e. Both of these
abstract the variable x out of the method body e. The first is a
nonlinear method and the second linear.
An expression is either a variable, x or y, a new object creation,
hi, a method call, e.m, a method add or update, e ←+m = σ, a
delegation change e1 ← e2 or a linearity change !e. We consider
methods as expressions to simplify the typing rules; however no
other expression evaluates to a method. Locations are also expressions but they are intermediate forms which do not occur in user
code. loc and methods are the only values.
The types, τ , of expressions are based on those used in [16].
These are either the types of methods or object types, O. The types
of nonlinear and linear methods are τ → τ 0 and τ ( τ 0 .
Object types, O, are either type variables, Lt, or hhii or the
recursive type Lt.O ← hRii. hi is the type of null and Lt.O ← hRii
the type of `. L is either ¡obj or obj which indicate whether
the object is linear or nonlinear. Type variables are prefixed with
a linearity to allow them to be used with a different type than
the one they are bound with. This allows us to write methods on
an linear object that expect the receiver’s type to be the current
object type but nonlinear, which is useful as our linear objects
can change to nonlinear. In Lt.O ← hhRii, R is a row of the
form m1 :τ1 , · · · , mn :τn , which specifies the method types of the
methods in the object, and O is the type of the object’s delegatee.
As a method in an object may mention its receiver’s type, it may
be necessary for the type of an object to mention itself; in the
object type t is a type variable recursively bound to the whole type.
This may be used with the form Lt, which annotates the recursive
variable with a linearity.
3.2

E-N EW
` 6∈ Dom(µ)

µ0 = [` 7→ null ← hi]µ
µ, hi −→ µ0 , `

C-U PD

µ, e −→ µ0 , e0
µ, e ←
+m = σ −→ µ0 , e0 ←
+m = σ

E-A DD
∀i.m 6= mi

µ(`) = loc ← hm1 = σ1 , · · ·i
µ0 = [` 7→ loc ← hm1 = σ1 , · · · , m = σi]µ
µ, ` ←
+m = σ −→ µ0 , `

E-U PD
µ(`) = loc ← h· · · , m = σ, · · ·i
µ0 = [` 7→ loc ← h· · · , m = σ 0 , · · ·i]µ
µ, ` ←
+m = σ 0 −→ µ0 , `
C-D EL 1
µ, e1 −→ µ0 , e01
µ, e1 ← e2 −→ µ0 , e01 ← e2

C-D EL 2
µ, e −→ µ0 , e0
µ, ` ← e −→ µ0 , ` ← e0

E-D EL
µ(`) = loc ← h· · ·i
µ0 = [` 7→ loc0 ← h· · ·i]µ
0
µ, loc ← ` −→ µ0 , `
C-I NV
µ, e −→ µ0 , e0
µ, e.m −→ µ0 , e0 .m

E-NL IN I NV
mbody(µ, `, m) = ςx:τ.e
µ, `.m −→ µ, [`/x]e

E-L IN I NV
µ(`) = h· · · , m = ¡ςx:τ.e, · · ·i
µ0 = [` 7→ h· · ·i]µ
0
µ, `.m −→ µ , [`/x]e
C-C H L IN
µ, e −→ µ0 , e0
µ, !e −→ µ0 , !e0

E-C H L IN
µ, !v −→ µ, v

MBODY 1

µ(`) = loc ← hm1 = σ1 , · · · , m = σ, · · ·i
mbody(µ, `, m) = σ
MBODY 2

µ(`) = loc ← hm1 = σ1 , · · ·i
m = σ 6∈ hm1 = σ1 , · · ·i
mbody(µ, loc, m) = σ
mbody(µ, `, m) = σ

Figure 3. Dynamic Semantics of Simplified E GO

Dynamic Semantics

This section discusses how the expressions of E GO are evaluated.
The operational rules defining how these expressions are evaluated
are shown in Figure 3.
The simplest primitive is hi. hi extends the heap with a new
mapping, from some fresh location to an object descriptor with no
methods and no delegatee. hi evaluates to the new location.
e ←+m = σ adds or updates a method on an object. Method
addition modifies the store such that the object descriptor pointed
to by the value of e has m = σ added to its record of methods.
Method update, on the other hand, replaces an existing m = σ
with m = σ 0 in a similar way.
e1 ← e2 changes the delegation link on the object descriptor in
the store to which the value of e2 points to e1 .

e.m invokes a method. It looks up the object descriptor that the
value of e refers to in the heap. In the invocation of linear methods,
the method body is found in the record of methods in the object
descriptor by finding a method named m. In nonlinear methods,
method lookup is slightly more complicated: if the method is found
in the record of methods in the object descriptor referred to by
e, this method body is returned. Otherwise, the method body is
searched for recursively in that object descriptor’s delegatee. Then,
in either case, the method’s receiver is substituted for the variable
bound by the method in the method body. In the case of linear
method invocation, the store is modified by removing the method
from the object that contains it.
!e has no dynamic effect. It only affects the typing of objects.

T-NL IN L OC
Σ(`) = obj t.O ← hhRii
Σ; A ` `:obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ {}

T-L IN L OC
Σ(`) = ¡obj t.O ← hhRii
Σ; A ` `:¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ {`}

T-NL IN I NV
Σ; A ` e:Lt.O ← hhRii =⇒ l

T-N ULL
Σ; A ` null:hhii =⇒ {}

τu = Lt.[t.O ← hhRii/t](O ← hhRii)
Σ; A ` e.m:τ =⇒ l

T-C H L IN
Σ; A ` e:¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ l
Σ; A `!e:obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ l

mtype(τu , m) = Lt.O ← hhRii → τ

T-L IN I NV
Σ; A ` e:¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ l
τu = ¡obj t.[t.O ← hhRii/t](O ← hhRii)
lmtype(τu , m) = ¡obj t0 .O0 ← hhR0 ii ( τ
¡obj t00 .O00 ← hhR00 ii = τu
¡obj t0 .[t0 .O0 ← hhR0 ii/t0 ](O0 ← hhR0 ii) = ¡obj t00 .O00 ← hhR00 /m:τ 00 ii
Σ; A ` e.m:τ =⇒ l
T-U PD

Σ; A ` σ:τ =⇒ l
Σ; A ` e:¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ l0
lmtype(¡obj t.O0 ← hhR0 ii, m) = τ 0
¡obj t.O0 ← hhR0 ii = ¡obj t.[t.O ← hhRii/t](O ← hhRii)
¡obj t.[tO00 ← hhR00 ii/t](O00 ← hhR00 ii) = ¡obj t.O0 ← hh[m:τ /m:τ 0 ]R0 ii
Σ; A, A0 ` e ←
+m = σ : ¡obj t.O00 ← hhR00 ii =⇒ l, l0
T-A DD

Σ; A ` σ:τ =⇒ l
Σ; A ` e:¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ l0
lmtype(¡obj t.O0 ← hhR0 ii, m) 6=
¡obj t.O0 ← hhR0 ii = ¡obj t.[t.O ← hhRii/t](O ← hhRii)
¡obj t.[t.O00 ← hhR00 ii/t](O00 ← hhR00 ii) = ¡obj t.O0 ← hhR0 , m:τ ii
Σ; A, A0 ` e ←
+m = σ : ¡obj t.O00 ← hhR00 ii =⇒ l, l0
T-NL IN M ETH
Σ; A, x:τ ` e:τ 0 =⇒ {}
x 6∈ Dom(A)
A nonlinear
Σ; A ` ςx:τ.e:τ → τ 0 =⇒ {}

T-L IN M ETH
Σ; A, x : τ ` e:τ 0 =⇒ l
x 6∈ Dom(A)
Σ; A ` ¡ςx:τ.e : τ (τ 0 =⇒ l

T-D EL

Σ; A ` e2 :¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ l
Σ; A0 ` e1 :O00 =⇒ l0
¡obj t.O0 ← hhR0 ii = ¡obj t.[t.O ← hhRii/t]O ← hhRii
¡obj t.[t.O000 ← hhR00 ii/t](O000 ← hhR00 ii) = ¡obj t.O00 ← hhR0 ii
Σ; A, A0 ` e1 ← e2 :¡obj t.O000 ← hhR00 ii =⇒ l, l0

T-N EW

T-VAR

Σ; A ` hi:¡obj t.hhii ← hh·ii =⇒ {}

Σ; x:τ ` x:τ =⇒ {}

T-K ILL
Σ; A ` e:τ =⇒ l
Σ; A, x:τ 0 ` e:τ =⇒ l

T-C OPY
Σ; A, x:τ 0 , x:τ 0 ` e:τ =⇒ l
τ 0 nonlinear
0
Σ; A, x:τ ` e:τ =⇒ l

Figure 4. Static Semantics of Simplified E GO

T-LM ETH T
m:τ ∈ R
lmtype(Lt.O ← hhRii, m) = τ

T-M ETH T 1
lmtype(Lt.O ← hhRii, m) = τ
mtype(Lt.O ← hhRii, m) = τ

T-M ETH T 2
lmtype(Lt.O ← hhRii, m) 6=
mtype(O, m) = τ
mtype(Lt.O ← hhRii, m) = τ

Figure 5. Method Type Lookup in Simplified and Full E GO

3.3

Type System

E GO’s type system enforces a lack of runtime errors. One important
mechanism for this guarantee is maintenance of the distinction
between linear and nonlinear objects.
The type system allows changes to the interface of an object
only for linear objects. This is because changes to objects are
imperative: they affect the object descriptor on the heap. If an object
is aliased in unknown ways, it may be impossible to update the
types of the other aliases to the object, making the system unsound.
We avoid this unsoundness by prohibiting changes to the interface
on non-linear (potentially aliased) objects.

Interface changes are also allowed only to the object on which
they are performed, not its delegatees, for similar reasons. This
is because we can delegate to nonlinear objects, so we have no
guarantee that this object is not aliased elsewhere. Thus, the same
problems exist with changing the interface of a delegatee as do
with changing the interface of a nonlinear object. Pragmatically,
the effect this has is disallowing method update unless we have a
linear pointer to the object descriptor containing the method.
Our method types, τ → τ 0 and τ ( τ 0 have receiver types
as part of them. This contrasts with many other object calculi
[1, 16] where the receiver type is left out, as it is known to be the
type of the object or a subtype. However, since we allow changes
to the type of objects, the receiver type may be different when the
method is called, so we must include it.
Since objects may contain methods whose types contain the
type of the object, the E GO type system assigns recursive types
of the form Lt.O ← hhRii to objects. Here, t is bound recursively
to the whole type.
In general, when we change the interface of an object, we need
to unfold the type, do the interface change, and refold the new type.
This maintains that any use of the outermost recursive type variable
in the type will always correspond to the current type, rather than a
type from before the interface change. We also need to unfold the
type of an object before looking up a method in it to check that

the receiver type the method expects is the type the whole object
currently has.
To unfold our objects types, we substitute the type, with the
initial linearity indicator removed, in for the bound type variable
in the whole type, not just the body of the recursive type. Since
every type variable usage is prefixed by a linearity indicator, this
gives us a type of the form Lt.O ← h Rii, with the variable binding
and and linearity indicator still at the head of the type. This makes
the type syntactically valid, and allows to compare the linearities of
two unfolded types.
Now, we discuss our typing rules, shown in Figure 4, in more
detail. Our typing judgment looks like

T-S TORE
∀` ∈ Dom(µ).Σ; · ` µ(`):Σ(`) =⇒ l`
Dom(µ) = Dom(Σ)
Σ ` µ ok =⇒ concat l`
T-OD ESCR
∀i ∈ 1..n.(Σ; A ` σi :τi =⇒ li )
[τ /t]R = m1 :τ1 , · · · , mn :τn
Σ; A ` loc:O =⇒ lloc
l = lloc , l1 , · · · , ln
τ = Lt.O ← hhRii
Σ; A ` loc ← hm1 = σ1 , · · · , mn = σn i:τ =⇒ l

Figure 6. Store and Object Typing for Simplified E GO

Σ; A ` e:τ =⇒ l
Here, Σ is the store typing, which consists of a mapping, (` 7→ τ )∗
from locations to types. A is the type context. e is the expression
to be typechecked and τ is the type given to it. l is a list of linear
locations in e. This is a technical device used in the type safety
proof for proving that linear locations are never aliased.
Locations are typed by looking them up in the store. The rule
that types linear locations, T-L IN L OC, also puts the location it
types into the list of linear locations it returns, l.
null is typed by giving it the type hhii.
We can turn a linear location into a nonlinear location with !e.
All new objects are linear so that methods can be added and other
interface changes can be made. We get a nonlinear object by turning
a linear object into a nonlinear one. This is safe as it can only go
one way: we cannot turn a nonlinear location into a linear one.
Thus, to type a method invocation, we first type the receiver with
a type of the form Lt.O ← hhRii, which is the folded type of the
object. This type is unfolded by substituting it into its recursively
bound variable, and the type of the method is looked up in this
new type. Since invocation of a linear method changes the type
of the receiver object as described below, and we cannot change
the interface of delegatees, we only look up linear method types in
the row of the unfolded object type, which describes the methods
contained in the object. However, invocation of nonlinear methods
on an object does not change the interface of the object, so we
can look such a method up recursively in the delegatee type on
the unfolded object type if the method type is not found in the
row. These lookup rules are defined in Figure 5, where we use the
judgment lmtype(Lt.O ← hhRii, m) 6= to indicate that no such
method is found in the current row. For nonlinear methods, we then
check that the type the method expects is the type of the receiver.
The invocation is then given the return type of the method.
For linear methods, we must do more. Since invocation of linear methods removes them from the object containing them, the
interface of the object is changed by such invocations. Therefore,
an object invoking a linear method must be linear. Also, rather than
checking equality of the type the method expects with the receiver
type as we do with nonlinear types, we check equality of the type
the method expects with that of the receiver type refolded with the
invoked method removed, as this is what will be substituted into
the method body when the method is invoked.
Method addition and update are checked by typing the object as
some linear object type ¡obj t.O ← hhRii. This type is unfolded,
and we give this expression the type found by adding or updating
the appropriate method and folding the object type back up.
Methods themselves are typed similarly to lambda calculus
functions. The abstracted variable is placed in the typing context
with type which which it is bound and the method body is typed under this new context. However, nonlinear methods are not allowed
to mention linear objects; otherwise, multiple calls to the method
would result in multiple occurrences of the linear object.

Delegation is typed similarly to addition and update. The type of
the expression whose delegation is being changed is unfolded. The
expression is given this type with the type of the delegatee changed
and the object type folded back up.
hi is given the type of an empty linear object with no delegatee.
This is the type ¡obj t.hhii ← hh·ii.
Finally, we type variables by looking them up in the type context, A, according to T-VAR. This rule expects the context to contain only one binding. However, we can use T-K ILL to eliminate
extra bindings, as in Wadler’s calculus [30]. This makes our type
system more similar to affine logic than linear logic.
We enforce linearity by splitting the context when we type
subexpressions. This is the approach taken by Wadler in [30],
modeled on the same technique from Girard’s linear logic [17]. We
allow aliases to nonlinear objects through T-C OPY, which makes
copies of a nonlinear variable’s binding in the context.
We also have a store typing judgment, defined in T-S TORE. This
checks that each object stored in the heap has the type the store
type, Σ, gives it by checking that all the methods in each object
have the type the object type gives them and that the delegatees
have the correct type. The object type has been folded but the types
calculated for a method types are not, so before comparing them,
we must unfold the object type. The store typing judgment also
produces a list of all linear locations mentioned in the store. This is
used to prove that no linear objects are mentioned more than once in
the heap and currently executing expression. These rules are shown
in Figure 6.
3.4

Safety Proof

We have no formal proof of safety for the fragment of E GO presented so far, only a proof for the system with the extensions described below. However, we sketch a hypothetical proof of safety
for this fragment below. Type safety consists of standard progress
and preservation lemmas.
T HEOREM 3.1 (Progress). If Σ; · ` e:τ =⇒ l and Σ ` µ ok =⇒
l then µ, e −→ µ0 , e0 or e is a value.
The proof of this is by induction on the derivation of Σ; A `
e:τ =⇒ l with a canonical forms lemma.
Preservation states in general that an evaluation step maintains
program invariants. Specifically, we wish to maintain three invariants.
1. The expression has some type τ .
2. The heap is well typed.
3. All linear locations are used at most once in the expression and
store.
To do this, we define a relation on store types, Σ ≥` Σ0 , which says
that a new store type is related to an old store type by either extending it or changing a single location with only a linear reference.

T HEOREM 3.2 (Preservation). If
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Σ; · ` e:τ =⇒ le
Σ ` µ ok =⇒ ls
there are no duplicates in le , ls , and
µ, e −→ µ0 , e0

then for some Σ0 ≥` Σ
i. Σ0 ; · ` e0 :τ =⇒ le0
ii. Σ0 ` µ0 ok =⇒ ls0 , and
iii. there are no duplicates in le0 , ls0 .
The proof of this is by induction on the evaluation judgment and
uses the following substitution lemma.
0

L EMMA 3.1 (Substitution). If Σ; A, x:τ ` e:τ =⇒ l and Σ; · `
v:τ 0 =⇒ l0 , then Σ; A ` [v/x]e:τ =⇒ l00 and l00 ⊆ l, l0 .
We also need a lemma that says that if we have a well typed
store, and we replace a linear object with a new object and suitably
modify the store typing, the store remains well typed.
L EMMA 3.2 (Store Change). If
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Σ ` µ ok =⇒ ls
Σ; A ` `L :¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ le
there are no duplicates in ls , le
µ(`) = s
Σ; · ` s:τ =⇒ lo , and
Σ; · ` s0 :τ 0 =⇒ lo0

then [` 7→ τ 0 ]Σ ` [` 7→ s0 ]µ ok =⇒ ls − lo , lo0

4.

Relaxing Linearity

The fragment of the E GO language presented so far is powerful but
has a significant drawback. The aliasing restriction of linearity is
often too restrictive. It is sometimes useful to be able to temporarily
give up the ability to change an object’s interface in order to make
short-lived aliases of it.
One example of this is the use of the network socket example
above. A socket here is a linear object which contains an open
method. Calling this method opens a socket and changes the interface, as the open method is removed and read and close methods
are added. At this point, assuming the read method is reentrant,
there would be no reason to prevent aliasing the object to allow
several sections of the program to read from it simultaneously, as
long as no interface changes are made. After all of these reads are
done, if no aliases of the object exist, a close call could close the
socket and remove the read method.
The hitherto presented fragment of E GO does not allow this. We
now introduce a construct based on let! as presented by Wadler in
[30], to allow us to make temporary aliases of linear objects.
4.1

Additions to the Calculus

Intuitively, our new construct allows us to evaluate three expressions in sequence. The first two each bind a new variable to be used
in the successive expressions. The first expression evaluates to a
possibly linear object which is bound to a variable. In the second
expression, this variable is bound with a borrowed object type. It
can be freely aliased but no changes can be made to its interface.
This borrowed object is similar to a linear object acting temporarily as a nonlinear object. This second expression is evaluated to a
value and bound to a second variable. In the third expression, both
variables are bound with the first being bound with to its original
type, as it is no longer borrowed.
To prevent aliases of a borrowed object escaping the expression
in which it is borrowed, we annotate the types of borrowed objects

with regions. A region is a unique tag generated every time an
object is borrowed which indicates where it is borrowed. We keep
track of which regions are currently annotating borrowed objects
and do not allow typing of an object with a region not in scope.
Our region system differs from previous systems such as [28] in
two ways. First, much previous work focuses on using regions for
statically verifying explicit memory management; we use regions
instead to track aliases. Second, we enforce a weaker invariant.
While previous systems often prohibit references to any pointer
whose region is out of scope, we allow such references but prohibit
their use. This gives our system additional flexibility.
Our let! looks like this:
let! (ρ) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in e3 end
Here, ρ is a region variable bound to the region generated when a
location is borrowed with this expression. The value of e1 is bound
to x1 in e2 and e3 and the value of e2 is bound to x2 in e3 .
Our let! differs from Wadler’s in that Wadler does not use
regions to contain aliases. Instead, he places restrictions on the type
of the expression in which a value is borrowed to prevent it from
escaping. We allow these expressions to have any type as long as it
does not contain the region under which the location is borrowed.
Since we are not relying on the type of the value of this expression
to restrict aliases, just the regions it contains, our system also works
in an imperative setting where values may be stored on the heap.
Similar work to Wadler’s by Odersky [22], allows creation of
read only aliases to a value. Other work, such as Fändrich and
DeLine’s work on adoption[14], also allows temporary aliases to
be stored on the heap.
Several other modifications to the existing calculus need to be
made to accommodate regions. The first of these is the addition of
region polymorphism. Methods can only be added to linear objects.
However, we may wish to call methods on borrowed objects. We
therefore need to add methods to objects before they are borrowed
which expect receivers that are borrowed under regions not yet
in scope. We do this by allowing methods to be abstracted over
a number of regions, which are instantiated when the method is
called. To accomplish this, let! also binds a region variable which
is in scope where the object is borrowed and which refers to the
region at which the object is borrowed so that regions may be
referred to in code and instantiated.
The following example uses region polymorphism. It binds to
x an object containing a single method that returns a new object.
The method is polymorphic in the region of its receiver. In the
type the method expects its receiver to have, the method itself has
a polymorphic type to reflect this. In the second subexpression,
where this object is borrowed, the method is invoked. When this
happens, the polymorphic variable is instantiated with the region in
which the object is borrowed to allow the method to be called. The
value of this method call is bound to y, which is, in the the third
subexpression, returned as the value of the entire expression.
let! (ρ1 ) x = hi ←
+new =
Λρ2 .ς(this:ρ2 t1 .hhii ← hh
·
new:(∀ρ3 .ρ3 t1 → ¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hh·ii)ii)).hi
y = x.new[ρ1 ]
in y end
We also now annotate method types with a list of regions used by
the method. This is because it will not always be apparent otherwise
from the arrow type what regions are used in a given method. We
only allow invoking methods with regions that are in scope.
The next example uses this type. It is similar to the above
example, but the added method uses the receiver in its body before
returning an empty object. Since it uses a region in its body, the type
of this method in the receiver type on the method must mention the

def
J¡λx:τ.eK = hbody =¡ς(this:bodytype(τ )).
let! (ρ) thisbor = this
result = [thisbor .arg[ρ]/x]JeK
in result
endi
def
·
bodytype(τ ) = ¡obj t.hhii ← hharg : ∀ρ0 .ρ0 t → Jτ Kii
def
J(e1 :τ ( τ 0 )e2 K =
(Je1 K ←
+arg = Λρ0 .ς( :argtype(τ, ρ0 )).Je2 K).body
def
·
argtype(τ, ρ0 ) = ρ0 t0 .hhii ← hharg : ∀ρ00 .ρ00 t0 → Jτ Kii
·
def
Jτ ( τ 0 K = ¡obj t00 .hhii ← hhbody:(bodytype(τ ) ( Jτ 0 K)ii

Figure 7. Linear functions with nonlinear arguments

region. Note that the annotation on the arrow is polymorphic. It, as
well as the region of the receiver, is instantiated when the method
is invoked.
let! (ρ1 ) x = hi←
+new =
Λρ2 .ς(this:
ρ2 t1 .hhii ← hh
ρ3
new:∀ρ3 .ρ3 t1 →
¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hh·ii)ii).
(this; hi)
y = x.new[ρ1 ]
in y end
The final modification arises from a similar problem to that which
gave rise to region polymorphism. We may add methods to objects
that refer to regions which are later no longer in scope. We cannot
call these methods, but we allow other methods to be invoked on
such an object. This means that any type annotations we write on
methods must be able to be the type of objects with methods that
mention regions that are not in scope. Since the region variable we
bound to the region is no longer in scope, we cannot write such
a type. We solve this problem by having a type, >, which is the
type of uncallable methods. This type is a supertype of a normal
method type, so can be used on method type annotations which
accept objects whose types contain unknown regions.
This example shows the use of this type. We create an object,
x with one method which returns a new object. Then we borrow a
new object and bind it to the variable y. We then add a new method
to x, which is still linear, that mentions y while y is still borrowed.
After we leave the subexpression where y is borrowed, we call
the first method on x. x now contains a method that mentions a
region no longer in scope. To allow this, on the expected type of
the receiver on the method we call, we give this method the type
>. This means we never can call the method, but, as it mentions
regions no longer in scope, we would not be able to in any case.
typedef receivertype =
·
obj t.hhii ← hhmeth1 :objt → (¡obj t.hhii ← hh·ii),
meth2 :>ii
let x = hi ←
+meth1 = ς(this:receivertype).hi in
let! (ρ) y = hi
z=x←
+meth2 = ς(this:receivertype).(y; hi)
in z.meth1 end
We now have the necessary linguistic mechanisms to model linear
lambda abstractions which take nonlinear arguments. As with those

typedef closedT ype = ¡obj t1 .(¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hh·ii) ← hh·ii)
typedef readT ype(L) = Lt1 .(¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hh
·
read:∀ρ2 .ρ2 t1 → ρ2 t1 ,
·
close:¡objt1 → closedT ypeii) ← hh·ii)
typedef openT ype =
·
¡obj t1 .(¡obj t2 .(hhii ← hhopen:¡objt1 → readT ypeii)
← hh·ii)
let ClosedSocket = hi in
let ReadSocket = h
read = Λρ1 .ς(this:readT ype(ρ1 ))./*read from a socket*/;
this
close = ς(this:readT ype(¡obj))./*close a socket*/;
ClosedSocket ← thisi
in let OpenSocket = h
open = ς(this:openT ype)./*open a socket*/;
ReadSocket ← thisi
in let Socket = OpenSocket ← hi
in /*More code*/
Socket.open;
let! (ρ2 ) Socket0 = Socket
SomeData = /*Code that aliases Socket’*/
in /*More Code*/
Socket0 .close
end
Figure 8. A socket using let!
taking linear arguments, we do this by creating an object with a
linear body method which expects to be called on an object with
an arg method representing the argument to the function. Since
the method will be consumed, it must be called on a linear object.
Now, however, we can duplicate the object within the body of the
expression to access arg multiple times. We do this by borrowing
the object within the body method, so it s borrowed in the function’s
body. The arg method must therefore be abstracted over the region
it expects to be called in. This is shown in Figure 7.
We can also implement the socket example described at the
beginning of this section. In fact, this example is fairly simple; it
is given in Figure 8. It is based on the previous socket example in
Figure 1. The main differences are that the read method is now
parametrized over a region. After defining the objects, we open the
socket and then borrow it as Socket0 . Now we can freely alias this
object. We can use the borrowed socket by calling read on any
reference to the object as long as such calls to read instantiate the
polymorphic variable ρ1 with the bound region variable ρ2 . After
leaving this expression, we no longer have access to any aliases of
Socket0 , so we can close the socket.

5.

Formalism

In this section we present extensions to the previous formalism that
implement let! and regions as we have described them.
5.1

Additions to the Syntax

The differences from the syntax of the original fragment of E GO are
presented below and appear in Figure 9.
We add the let! construct itself to the expressions of the language. This is of the form let! (%) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in e3 end.
Here, % is either ρ, a region variable, or r, a region. % is added to
the linearities, L. However, we do not allow users to write down regions, r, so let! (r) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in e3 end is an intermediate
form generated during program execution.

Expressions

e

Locations
Methods

loc
σ

Types

τ

Linearities
Object Linearities
Regions
Region Effects

::=
|
::=
::=
|

· · · | e.m[%1 , · · · , %n ] | · · ·
let! (%) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in e3 end
null | `L
Λρ1 . · · · Λρn .ς(x:τ ).e
Λρ1 . · · · Λρn .¡ς(x:τ ).e

::=

· · · | ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ → τ 0

|
::=
::=
::=
::=

L
o
%
P

P

P

∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ ( τ 0 | >
o|%
obj | ¡obj
ρ|r
· | P, %

We also make changes to methods. Methods are now of the
form Λρ1 . · · · Λρn .ς(x:τ ).e, or Λρ1 . · · · Λρn .¡ς(x:τ ).e. These are
parametrized over some number of regions.
Method types are are now polymorphic. We also add annotations to method types indicating the regions mentioned by the methP
ods they type. Our method types now look like ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ →
P

τ 0 or ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ ( τ 0 . We use > a separate type for methods
which mention regions no longer in scope.
We add region instantiation to method invocations. e.m[%1 , · · · , %n ]
invokes a method and instantiates its region arguments. We often
write e.m[] as e.m.
Finally, our locations are now annotated with linearities. They
are now of the form `L . This allows us to give types to objects in
settings where their linearities may change, as discussed below.
5.2

Figure 9. Additions to the Syntax of E GO

C-L ET 1

µ, e1 −→ µ0 , e01
µ, let! (ρ) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in e3 end −→
µ0 , let! (ρ) x1 = e01 x2 = e2 in e3 end

E-L ET 1
r fresh
µ, let! (ρ) x1 = `L x2 = e2 in e3 end −→
µ, let! (r) x1 = `L x2 = [r, `r /ρ, x1 ]e2 in e3 end
C-L ET 2

µ, e2 −→ µ0 , e02
µ, let! (r) x1 = v1 x2 = e2 in e3 end −→
µ0 , let! (r) x1 = v1 x2 = e02 in e3 end

E-L ET 2
µ, let! (r) x1 = v1 x2 = v2 in e3 end −→ µ, [v1 , v2 /x1 , x2 ]e3
C-I NV

µ, e −→ µ0 , e0
µ, e.m[%1 , · · · , %n ] −→ µ0 , e0 .m[%1 , · · · , %n ]

E-NL IN I NV
mbody(µ, `L , m) = Λρ1 . · · · Λρn .ςx:τ.e
µ, `L .m[%1 , · · · , %n ] −→ µ, [`L , %1 , · · · , %n /x, ρ1 , · · · , ρn ]e
E-L IN I NV
µ(`) = h· · · , m = Λρ1 . · · · Λρn .¡ςx:τ.e, · · ·i
µ0 = [`7 → h· · ·i]µ
0
µ, `L .m%1 , · · · , %n −→ µ , [`L , %1 , · · · , %n /x, ρ1 , · · · , ρn ]e
E-C H L IN
µ, !`¡obj −→ µ, `obj

Figure 10. Additions to the Dynamic Semantics of E GO

Dynamic Semantics

The rules of the operational semantics of E GO that differ from the
previous system are shown in Figure 10.
The first change is the addition of several rules for let!: CL ET1 , E-L ET1 , C-L ET2 and E-L ET2 . Given an expression of the
form let! (%) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in e3 end, these proceed by first
evaluating e1 to a value, of the form `L . Then a new region, r, is
generated for this borrowing, and r and `L are substituted into e2
for ρ and x1 with its linearity annotation changed to reflect that the
location is borrowed. Next, e2 is evaluated. Finally, `L and v2 are
substituted into e3 for x1 and x2 , and the entire expression steps to
e3 with these substitutions.
Another change to the dynamic semantics is that method invocation now instantiates regions over which the method is abstracted.
Methods now can be prefixed by a series of abstractions of the form
Λρ which abstract these region variables. An invocation of the form
e.m[%1 , · · · , %n ] looks up this method as before. Upon finding the
method, each of these regions or region variables is substituted for
the appropriate region variable in e, in addition to a reference to the
receiver being substituted for the method’s bound variable.
Finally, as locations are now annotated with linearities, !e must
change this annotation from a linear object to a nonlinear object.
5.3

Type System

The most significant additions to the calculus are in the type system. The type system is expanded with several mechanisms for
let! and regions.
The first of these is the change made to object types. We add
two new linearities in addition to obj and ¡obj. These are region
variables, ρ, and regions, r. Both of these indicate that an object
whose type is annotated with this linearity has been borrowed. We
allow the same operations to be performed on borrowed objects as
on nonlinear objects. This is in line with the motivating intuition
that borrowed objects are linear objects that have been made temporarily nonlinear.
The typing judgment is now
Σ; A; P ; S ` e:τ =⇒ l
Here, Σ, A, e, τ and l remain the same as before. However, we
add two new contexts. The first, P (read as a capital ρ), is a list of
regions and region variables which are currently in scope. The second, S, is a partial map from regions to locations which indicates
what locations are borrowed at what regions anywhere in the program, and is used for checking the well-typedness of the store. All
the typing rules are updated to use the new typing judgment. Most
simply pass P and S up the derivation. The exceptions to this are
discussed here and shown in Figure 11.
We add rules for the typing of let!, T-L ET1 and T-L ET2 . For
some expression, let! (%) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in e3 end, these rules

type let! by first finding the type of e1 . The type of e1 is required
to be some object type Lt.O ← hhRii. x1 is now bound with the
type %t.O ← hhRii in e2 , where % is either ρ, a region variable, or
r, a region. % is added to the region context, P to check the type of
e2 . This means that the object is borrowed in e2 and can be aliased
but no changes can be made to its interface. If we are typechecking
a let! currently being evaluated, so locations annotated with this
borrowing’s region, `% , have already been substituted into e2 , the
presence of % in the region context will let this location be typechecked. Under these contexts, we check the type for e2 and that
it does not contain %, as this would allow aliased locations to be
returned as part of the value to which e2 reduces. Finally, we bind
x1 to its original type, Lt.O ← hhRii, and x2 to the type of e2 , and
we check the type of e3 under these assumptions to find the type of
the whole expression.
In the case where % is some region r, we also check that r = ` is
in the map of borrowings, S. These checks build S up over all let!
typings in a given derivation to give us a map of all borrowings in
a given program state which we use in checking the heap.
We have also added region annotations to method types which
indicate the regions that a method body uses, as a method’s type
does not always show all the regions used in the method body. This
allows us to tell from its type the regions invoking a method would
use and determine when it is safe to invoke.
In a related vein is the addition of region polymorphism to methods. As mentioned above, this affects method types by prefixing
them with a series of region variable bindings of the form ∀ρ.
These two changes are reflected in new method typing rules,
T-NL IN M ETH and T-L IN M ETH. To type a method a binding of
the method’s bound variable is added to the type context, and the
method body is checked under some region context. This region
context is a nondeterministic subset of the current region context
with the bound type variables added as the method may mention
P
these regions. The method is then given the type ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ →
P

τ 0 or ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ ( τ 0 , where P is the region context under
which the method’s body was typechecked.
As discussed above, we may want the receiver of a method
to contain methods that use regions no longer in scope, as long
as these methods are never called. We cannot write down these
types, but since these methods can never be called, we can simply
give them the type >. This type is supertypes of arrow and lolly
method types. We have a series of standard subtyping rules in
Figure 12 which show how types which differ only by method
type annotations are subtyped. For simplicity, we do not have a
subsumption rule. Instead, where it is necessary we be able to type
some expression at a supertype, we explicitly allow subtyping. This
is needed in method invocation and location typing.
With the above changes, typing invocation is more complex
than before. As before, the receiver object is typed and its type
unfolded before the method type is looked up. Now, however,
the method type will possibly be polymorphic. In this case, we
substitute the regions or region variables with which the invocation
is instantiated for the abstracted region variables in the method type
before comparing it with the receiver type. We no longer check that
the types match exactly, but that the receiver is a subtype of the
expected type. We also check to make sure that the regions the
method call uses are in scope after a similar substitution is done
on the method type’s region list to guarantee that any region which
is used by the method is in scope after instantiation. Finally, we
give the invocation the return type of the method after appropriate
substitutions for abstracted region variables in this type.
One advantage of the let! we have is that it allows borrowed
locations to be referenced by methods added to objects on the heap.
Since we only check that the regions in the current expression are

in scope, we can leave these methods on an object even after the
region is out of scope if we do not call these methods. To prevent
these methods from being called, we do not allow objects in the
executing expression to have methods whose type contains regions
out of scope. Instead, any such method types are replaced with > by
typing locations by looking them up in the store typing and giving
them a supertype of this type such that no arrows in it are annotated
with regions not in scope. Any method types on the object type
given the location by the store type that have arrow annotations
with regions out of scope are thus replaced by >.
Since the linearity of a borrowed location can be different in
different places in an expression, typing locations is slightly more
involved. We now find the linearity of a location from the subscript
on it, rather than from the type it has in the heap. This is apparent in
T-NL IN L OC and T-L IN L OC. This also arises in typing borrowed
locations, as shown in T-B OR L OC. To do so, we first type it as
either a linear or nonlinear object and then replace the linearity
with the region subscripted on the location. This gives it the same
type as the location had before it was borrowed with the linearity
replaced to indicate that it has been borrowed. We also discard the
list of linear locations we get from typechecking the region as an
unborrowed pointer because this pointer does not count towards the
count of linear locations as it is borrowed.
The final alteration made to the calculus is in typing the store.
We still check to make sure every object on the heap has the type
the store typing gives it, but typing each object is more complex.
Methods on objects in the heap may now contain regions that are
not in scope anywhere in the current expression. However, we know
that if these regions are not in scope anywhere, these methods
cannot ever be called. Because of this, we do not actually care
about their type. When checking an entire program state, we have
S which contains all regions at which objects are borrowed in the
program. We use this to typecheck objects. If a method can be
typechecked under the region context defined by S, it could be
possibly used in the future and so we check that the method has
the type expected by the object’s type. Otherwise, we ignore the
method while typechecking the object, as it does not matter. This
lets methods in the heap mention any region, even if the region is
not in scope anywhere in the current program.
5.4

Safety Proof

A proof of type safety for the full version of E GO presented here
is in [19]; we describe it here. The proof is similar to the proof
we sketch for the earlier E GO fragment. As is standard, type safety
consists of two theorems, progress and preservation.
Progress for the full E GO language is slightly different from
earlier, updated to use the full typing judgment.
T HEOREM 5.1 (Progress). If Σ; ·; P ; S ` e:τ =⇒ le and Σ; S `
µ ok =⇒ ls then either µ, e −→ µ0 , e0 for some µ0 and some e0 ,
or e is a value.
As before, this is proven by induction on the typing judgments,
using a canonical forms lemma.
Preservation is somewhat more complex. It still shows that
those properties we want to maintain invariant remain true when
a program state steps. The invariants we wish to enforce have
changed, however. We now wish to maintain four invariants.
1. The expression has some type τ or a subtype of τ .
2. The heap is well typed.
3. All linear locations are used at most once in the expression,
store and the list, S, of aliased locations.
4. All regions in the expression appear in the current region context or are bound by region abstraction or a let!.

T-L ET ! 1
Σ; A1 ; P ; S ` e1 :Lt.O ← hhRii =⇒ l1
Σ; A2 , x1 :ρt.O ← hhRii; P, ρ; S ` e2 :τ2 =⇒ l2
Σ; A3 , x1 :Lt.O ← hhRii, x2 :τ2 ; P ; S ` e3 :τ3 =⇒ l3
ρ 6∈ tregions(τ2 )
ρ 6∈ P
x1 6∈ Dom(A)
x2 6∈ Dom(A)
Σ; A1 , A2 , A3 ; P ; S `
let! (ρ) x1 = e1 x2 = e2 in x3 end:τ3 =⇒ l1 , l2 , l3

x1 6= x2

T-L ET ! 2
Σ; A1 ; P ; S ` `L :Lt.O ← hhRii =⇒ l1
Σ; A2 , x1 :rt.O ← hhRii; P, r; S ` e2 :τ2 =⇒ l2
Σ; A3 , x1 :Lt.O ← hhRii, x2 :τ2 ; P ; S ` e3 :τ3 =⇒ l3
r 6∈ tregions(τ2 )
r 6∈ P
x1 6∈ Dom(A)
x2 6∈ Dom(A)
x1 6= x2
r = `L ∈ S
Σ; A1 , A2 , A3 ; P ; S `
let! (r) x1 = `L x2 = e2 in x3 end:τ3 =⇒ l1 , l2 , l3
T-NL IN M ETH
Σ; A, x:τ ; P 0 ; S ` e:τ 0 =⇒ {}

x 6∈ Dom(A)

P 0 ⊆ P, ρ1 , · · ·

A nonlinear
P

0

ρ1 , · · · 6∈ P

0

Σ; A; P ; S ` Λρ1 . · · · ςx:τ.e:∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ → τ =⇒ {}
T-L IN M ETH
Σ; A, x:τ ; P 0 ; S ` e:τ 0 =⇒ l

x 6∈ Dom(A)

P 0 ⊆ P, ρ1 , · · ·
P0

ρ1 , · · · 6∈ P

0

Σ; A; P ; S ` Λρ1 . · · · Λ¡ςx:τ.e:∀ρ1 . · · · ∀τ ( τ =⇒ l
T-NL IN I NV
Σ; A; P ; S ` e:Lt.O ← hhRii =⇒ l
0

0

0

τu = Lt.[t.O ← hhRii/t]O ← hhRii

P0

mtype(τu , m) = ∀ρ1 . · · · Lt .O ← hhR ii → τ
· ` Lt.O ← hhRii ≤ [%1 , · · · /ρ1 , · · ·]Lt0 .O0 ← hhR0 ii
Σ; A; P ; S ` e.m[%1 , · · ·]:[%1 , · · · /ρ1 , · · ·]τ =⇒ l

[%1 , · · · /ρ1 , · · ·]P 0 ⊆ P

T-L IN I NV
Σ; A; P ; S ` e:¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ l
00

P0

00

¡obj t.O ← hhR ii = ¡obj t.[t.O ← hhRii/t](O ← hhRii)
lmtype(¡obj t.O00 ← hhR00 ii, m) = ∀ρ1 . · · · ¡obj t0 .O0 ← hhR0 ii ( τ
¡obj t.[t.O000 ← hhR000 ii/t](O000 ← hhR000 ii) = ¡obj t.(O00 ← hhR00 /m:τ 00 ii)
· ` ¡obj t.O000 ← hhR000 ii ≤ [%1 , · · · /ρ1 , · · ·](¡obj t0 .O0 ← hhR0 ii)
[%1 , · · · /ρ1 , · · ·]P 0 ⊆ P
000
Σ; A; P ; S ` e.m[%1 , · · ·]:[%1 , · · · /ρ1 , · · ·]¡obj t.O ← hhR000 ii =⇒ l
T-NL IN L OC
Σ(`) = obj t.O ← hhRii

· ` obj t.O ← hhRii ≤ τ
Σ; A; P ; S ` `obj :τ =⇒ {}

T-B OR L OC
Σ; A; P ; S ` `o :ot.O ← hhRii =⇒ l

eregions(τ ) ⊆ P

T-L IN L OC
· ` ¡obj t.O ← hhRii ≤ τ
eregions(τ ) ⊆ P
Σ; A; P ; S ` `¡obj :τ =⇒ {`}

· ` ot.O ← hhRii ≤ ot.O0 ← hhR0 ii
Σ; A; P ; S ` `% :%t.O0 ← hhR0 ii =⇒ {}

eregions(%t.O0 ← hhR0 ii) ⊆ P

Figure 11. Additions to the Static Semantics of E GO
We formalize the idea of all regions free in a given expression by
defining a function, eregions(e), which recursively examines an
expression.
T HEOREM 5.2 (Preservation). If
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Σ; S ` µ ok =⇒ ls
Σ; ·; P ; S ` e:τ =⇒ le
eregions(e) ⊆ P
there are are no duplicates in le , ls , Range(S), and
µ, e −→ µ0 , e0

then for some Σ0 ≥` Σ
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Σ0 ; S 0 ` µ0 ok =⇒ ls0
Σ0 ; ·; P ; S ` e0 :τ 0 =⇒ le0
eregions(e0 ) ⊆ P
· ` τ 0 ≤ τ , and
there are no duplicates in ls0 , le0 , Range(S).

Here eregions(e) recursively walks the expression and returns
the set of regions that locations are borrowed at in the expression.

Σ0 ≥` Σ is the same as above: either a new location ` was added
or the type mapped to by ` has changed.
To prove this, we need two substitution lemmas. The first is
similar to the one above but now shows that the type produced
is a subtype of the expression substituted into if the substituted
expression is a subtype of that expected.
L EMMA 5.1 (Substitution). If Σ; A, x:τ1 ; P ; S ` e:τ10 =⇒ le ,
Σ; ·; P ; S ` v:τ2 =⇒ lx and · ` τ2 ≤ τ1 then Σ; A; P ; S `
[v/x]e:τ20 =⇒ l, · ` τ20 ≤ τ10 and l ⊆ le , lx .
We also need a similar lemma for region substitution, as both polymorphic instantiation and evaluating let! do region substitution.
As regions appear in types, the lemma states that substituting a region in for a region variable in an expression substitutes the region
in for the region variable in the expression’s type.
L EMMA 5.2 (Region Substitution). If Σ;A;P ;S ` e:τ =⇒ l then
Σ;A;[r/ρ]P ;S ` [r/ρ]e:[r/ρ]τ =⇒ l.
We also need a Store Change Lemma similar to the one we saw
earlier, which says that if have a well typed store, and we change the

type of a linear location in the store typing and replace the object
at that location in the store with an object of this type, the store
remains well typed.
L EMMA 5.3 (Store Change). If
S-T RANS
S ` τ1 ≤ τ2
S ` τ2 ≤ τ3
S ` τ1 ≤ τ3

S-R EFL
S`τ ≤τ

S-TVAR
Lt1 ≤ Lt2 ∈ S
S ` Lt1 ≤ Lt2
S- LOC
S, Lt1 ≤ Lt2 ` O1 ≤ O2
S, Lt1 ≤ Lt2 ` R1 ≤ R2
· ` Lt1 .O1 ← hhR1 ii ≤ Lt1 .O2 ← hhR2 ii
S-ROW 1
S`·≤·

S-ROW 2
S ` τ 1 ≤ τ2
S ` R1 ≤ R2
S ` R1 , m:τ1 ≤ R2 , m:τ2

S-NL IN M ETH
S ` τ10 ≤ τ1

S ` τ2 ≤ τ20
P

P

S ` ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ1 → τ2 ≤ ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ10 → τ20
S-L IN M ETH
S ` τ10 ≤ τ1

S ` τ2 ≤ τ20

P

P

S ` ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ1 ( τ2 ≤ ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ10 ( τ20
S-A RROW
P

P

S ` ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τ → / ( τ 0 ≤ ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .>

Figure 12. Subtyping Rules

T-S TORE
∀` ∈ Dom(µ).Σ; ·; Dom(S); S ` µ(`):Σ(`) =⇒ l`
Dom(µ) = Dom(Σ)
Σ; S ` µ ok =⇒ concat l`
T-OD ESCR
∀i ∈ 1..n.Σ; A; P 0 ; S ` σi :τi =⇒ li if P 0 ⊆ P
P0

P0

[t.O ← hhRii/t]R = m1 :τ1 → / ( τ10 , · · ·
σi = Λρ1 ., · · · Λρm .[¡]ς(x:τ1 ).e
P 0 ,ρ ,···,ρn

P 0 ,ρ1 ,···,ρn

1
τ1 =, ∀ρ1 . · · · ∀ρn .τi0
→
/
(
τi00
Σ; A; P ; S ` loc:L0 t0 .O0 ← hhR0 ii =⇒ lloc
O = L0 t0 .[t0 O0 R0 /t0 ](O0 ← hhR0 ii)
[t.O00 ← hhR00 ii/t]¡obj t.O00 ← hhR00 ii = Lt.O ← hhRii
Σ; A; P ; S ` loc ← hm1 = σ1 , · · · , mn = σn i:
¡obj t.O00 ← hhR00 ii =⇒ lloc , l1 , · · · , ln

Figure 13. Store and Object Typing of E GO

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Σ; S ` µ ok =⇒ ls
Σ; A; P ; S ` `L :¡obj t.O ← hhRii =⇒ le
there are no duplicates in ls , le , Range(S)
µ(`) = s
Σ; ·; P ; S ` s:τ =⇒ lo , and
Σ; ·; P ; S ` s0 :τ 0 =⇒ lo0

then [` 7→ τ 0 ]Σ; S ` [` 7→ s0 ]µ ok =⇒ ls − lo , lo0

6.

Related Work

This section gives an overview of previous work in object calculi,
linearity, protocol checking and regions.
Our calculus is derived from features of the calculi of Abadi
and Cardelli [1] and Fisher, Honsell and Mitchell [15, 16]. Like
other object calculi [20, 23, 24], these are focused on modeling
issues of inheritance and subtyping. Most of the work studying
method addition and delegation is in a functional context, unlike
our imperative calculus. Abadi and Cardelli discuss an imperative
variant of their calculus, but when a method is imperatively updated
it must match the type of the original method, whereas we allow
changes to the type of the object as a result of method update.
Our imperative method addition and update, and delegation
change are inspired by the prototype-based Self language [29].
Self is dynamically typed, meaning that programs may experience
runtime type errors, which our static type system prohibits.
The most closely related work is Anderson et al.’s application
of Alias Types to the problem of statically checking imperative
method and delegation updates [3]. Compared to E GO, their design
achieves precision through singleton types and effects, at a cost of
great complexity: the type of a method includes not just the type
of the arguments and body, but also the effects of the method and
the environment where it was typed. E GO’s goal, in contrast, is to
support many useful cases of method and delegation update in a
comparatively simple and practical type system based on linearity.
Re-classification in Fickle [13] can change an object’s class at
runtime in class-based OO languages. In this manner class-based
OO languages can achieve the same effect as changing delegation at
runtime. Fickle is more limited than our system because it restricts
re-classification to a fixed set of state classes rather than supporting
arbitrary changes to the methods and inheritance hierarchy of an
object. Furthermore, because it does not track aliasing of fields,
Fickle cannot track the state of an object in a field as E GO does.
Wadler introduced linear type systems in a functional setting in
[30]. This work was based on Girard’s linear logic [17].
Unique pointers were proposed for Eiffel and C++ in [21],
and for Java in [7]. The concept of borrowing was present in
Wadler’s original let! construct, but Wadler used a restrictive
typing discipline to ensure that the borrowed reference did not
leak; in contrast, we allow the reference to leak but ensure it
cannot be used after the region goes out of scope. Unlike Boyland’s
borrowing proposal [7], regions allow us to store borrowed pointers
in the heap.
Odersky [22], extends Wadler’s work by allowing observer
types as temporary, read-only aliases to mutable, linear objects.
Similarly, Fändrich and DeLine [14] introduce adoption and focusing as mechanisms for relaxing linearity. Our work differs from
these in that we work with type changing operations, rather than
just mutation.
Smith et al. [25] discuss a system for tracking aliasing at a low
level for uses in Typed Assembly Language. They can specify a rich

set of constraints on aliasing, and can reuse locations at different
types.
Several papers describe research into ways to model objects in
linear logic [4, 8, 12]. In [8] methods are characterized as resources
that reside within objects, and are consumed after being invoked.
We apply this intuition in a more concrete setting (i.e., operational
semantics instead of an encoding in logic) for our linear methods.
Typestates were introduced in [26]. DeLine and Fähndrich discuss typestates for objects, especially in the presence of subtyping,
in [11]. Their system allows an object to specify which state it is
in before and after method calls, and so enforce an ordering on
method calls. We model this by modifying delegation to change
what methods are available, or by adding and removing methods.
Regions have been proposed for memory management, either
using type inference to infer the scopes of regions [28] or with
explicit types as in Cyclone [27].

7.

Conclusion

We have presented E GO, an object calculus for studying linearity
in objects. Our calculus contains powerful mechanisms for creating
and using linear objects. We have demonstrated the expressiveness
of our calculus with several examples.
We have shown how linearity allows us to manipulate objects so
as to enforce protocols in a well-typed way. We can add methods
to objects, remove linear methods by invoking them and change
delegation at run time in a statically checkable way. We have shown
that such abilities can be used to enforce protocols.
We have also shown a way of temporarily relaxing linearity to
create short lived aliases. We have shown how to maintain type
safety while doing so.
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